That principle concur with our nature, and acknowledged by all honest and honorable men should give birth to violence and sedition, is easily accounted for. The North had long since tried their habituation to the cold regions of Ohio, Michigan, Massachusetts, and others not hot beds of Abolitionism. They knew that they would not do— that they could not prosper under their chilly climate and if they kept them they would eventually die completely out— and their property in the form of slaves would soon become nothing. To them it was policy to abolish slavery, and now when they see they are doing well under our Southern atmos
phere, and the South is gaining ground by their labor! They cry aloud for philanthropy. philanthropy.
Gentlemen it has been said that there is a point of endurance beyond which for
= bearance becomes cowardice, and submit
= in crime. Was not that limit of indu
rance been passed over with impunity?